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description [no program note!]
the piece consists of a phrase which is a transcription of a motive from
johann sebastian bach's clavier concerto in d-minor [first movement]. the
phrase is repeated and transformed; not by letting the sounds gradually
change but rather by letting the objects within the phrase re-connect and
create new patterns.
simultaneously electric sounds are created depending on if the cellist
touch the instrument/bow or not and depending on certain movements/
playing techniques; as if the cello/cellist would be electrically charged or
within electric fields.

if you have any questions or comments, please contact the composer
info@johansvensson.nu
+4670-28 28 441
http://johansvensson.nu
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performance
the piece is possible to perform in two different ways
A: the cellist trigger the electronic sounds using pedals
B: an extra player [placed off-stage] trigger the sounds using a midi-keyboard
option A is highly preferable if possible

equipment
computer with max/msp v. 5.1 or later [if you want to use a computer without max/msp, contact the composer]
three midi pedals [one sustain pedal and two sustain or volume pedals] OR midi-keyboard if performed with extra musician
one or more microphones for amplifying the cello
a sound system with one speaker
small table, to be placed beside the player

option A [preferable]

option B
audience

speaker
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music stand
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table
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cellist
P1 = sustain pedal, P2 & P3 = sustain or volume pedals

the amplified cello and the sounds from the computer should be mixed down and played through the speaker
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computer

playing

legno tratto

the CHAPTERS in the piece are for grouping the trigging of the
electronic sounds and have no other structural meaning. P1 [pedal 1]
changes to next sound, P2 to next chapter and P3 to previous chapter
[incase one accidentally would jump forward one chapter to much].

should be played totally with wooden side of bow
and have a soft noisy ghost-like sound. when
performed on damped strings the sound should be
even more ghost-like.

bow bounce

dynamics
many of the playing techniques are naturally very soft. the f [forte]
that is written for much of the playing should be interpreted more like
the effort put in the playing rather than the dynamic result of the
playing; some sounds will be soft, some sounds will be loud.

let the tip of the bow bounce on the string in a
jété-like way but only with the vertical motion; on
and off the string [not horizontal!]. sounding
result should be very soft noise with only some
pitch from the string.

hammer on

hammer the left hand finger on to the string to
make it vibrate; quasi l.h. pizz.

hand and/or bow off
strings

the electronic sound connected to this action
should come precisely when the left hand and/or
bow leave the instrument, i.e. the rule is: when
neither left hand or bow touch the instrument, the
sound occur. so be careful not to remove both left
hand and bow other then written.

put bow down on
table

let a small [not to big] clicking sound come by
putting the bow down. IMPORTANT is that the
electronic sound connected to this action should
come precisely when the hand releases the bow
and disappear precisely when the hand grab the
bow. when the bow should be taken up and put
down very fast it is enough to just slightly lift/put
down backside of the bow.

gliss. [harmonics] up
and down ad lib.
within notated
interval

let the gliss. be 'closely connected' to the
electronic sound played together with this object.
play dynamically quite constant [do not imitate
the fast shifting dynamics of the sound file].

visual actions
some actions [movements] are not really any playing technique. they
are visually very important [they do also produce some sound!] and
should look like they trig/stop certain electronic sounds:
– taking off the hand and/or bow from the cello
– putting back the hand and/or bow on the cello
– putting down the bow on the table
– taking up the bow from the table
these actions should be done clearly but without any theatrical effect.
there are also some musical objects connected to certain electronic
sounds:
– up and down gliss. continuing even after the pitch
disappear
– open C and G string played ord. with bow
– harmonic gliss. on A string
techniques
the playing techniques are explained shortly in the score, here are
some clarifications.
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